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Hawks defeat Wizards

By Ken Sugiura  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

11:45 p.m. Saturday, February 5, 2011 

WASHINGTON -- They were wanting in polish, but the Hawks took care of the requisite business in a win 

over the Washington Wizards on Saturday night.

In their 99-92 victory, the Hawks did not dominate a team that had lost their past seven games. They led 

by 13 in the second quarter, but went into the fourth quarter ahead by five. But with All-Star center Al 

Horford sitting the game out with a back injury, simply leaving the Verizon Center with their third win in a 

row was sufficient.

"We were pretty much able to control the momentum of the game from the jump," forward Josh Smith 

said.

It's the Hawks' 12th consecutive win over Washington, a run dating to the 2007-08 season. The Hawks 

(33-18) can sweep the Wizards (13-37) for the third consecutive season in their final regular-season 

game here April 9. The Hawks are now 12-4 on the second night of back-to-back sets.

The Hawks' principal methods Saturday were Smith, an assault on the backboards and transition 

defense that prevented Wizards star rookie guard John Wall from taking control of the game.

Smith scored 29 points, many at the expense of Washington forward Andray Blatche, on just 19 shots. 

His season-high 16 rebounds helped the Hawks gain a 45-33 rebounding advantage. Forward Marvin 

Williams added 12 rebounds in registering his second double-double of the season.

"You could tell he was taking an approach that he wanted to kind of get everything that came off the 

glass," guard Joe Johnson said of Smith. "He made good, strong, hard post moves. Whether he was 

scoring or getting fouled or and-one's, it was big."

Smith was part of a team effort to slow Wall, the hasty guard who can push the pace even after made 

baskets or dead balls. The Hawks retreated on defense well enough to hold Wall to 18 points -- eight of 

them scored in the final two minutes -- and six assists.

For one game, at least, the Hawks kicked their recent troubling habit of giving away fourth-quarter leads. 

Ahead 76-71 after the third quarter, the Hawks allowed Washington to close to 80-77 with 8:02 to play, 

but then held the Wizards scoreless for the next three minutes to rebuild the lead to nine points.
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Backup forward Damien Wilkins contributed six of his eight points in the fourth and slowed Washington 

guard Nick Young, who scored three points in the quarter after getting 18 in the first 36 minutes.

"Every time he gets the opportunity to play, he does something good on the court," Smith said of Wilkins.

Following Washington, the Hawks have a chance to build up wins with three consecutive games against 

sub-.500 teams -- Philadelphia, Charlotte and Detroit. That will be followed by a brutal stretch in which 

the Hawks will play 11 of 12 games against teams that started Saturday above .500.

"The one thing we've seen with our club is we've been able to weather storms," coach Larry Drew said.
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